Entry process for FFA kids who ARE also 4-H members:

Families will login to FairEntry using their 4HOnline account as normal.

For the member who is dual-enrolled in 4-H and FFA, they will create their 4-H class entries just like everyone else (they just need to change the “Club to and FFA Chapter”)

If you chose Yes" for "Allow Animals to be Added to an Entry During Registration" (available at all levels from Fair down), these 4-H members will have the option to "Add an Animal" to their class entry.

If you are NOT using 4HOnline Animal ID (created animal types in FairEntry), the youth will create their FFA animal just as they did their 4-H animals.

If you use 4HOnline Animal ID, and set "Allow Animal Creation for 4-H exhibitors" to NO, they will need to be sure to select their FFA chapter with their entry and then will have the option to add a new animal (an animal that was not entered in 4HOnline) for that entry.